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1. Introduction
Recent advances in the experimental techniques for detection and measurement of structures relevant for processes
inside a cell have brought up the need for computational methods that can aid analyzing these measurements. Bio-
logically relevant structures and processes are aqueous, i.e. the investigated objects performing their dynamics are
immersed in aqueous solution. Another characteristic of these structures is that they reside in conﬁned geometries,
i.e. geometries whose linear dimensions are of the order of the structure’s descriptive linear dimension at equilibrium,
which in the case of polymers is the radius of gyration. The available space is restricted by e.g. the cell’s inner mem-
branes dividing the cell into compartments. The fact that the dynamics takes place in a very limited solution-ﬁlled
space places high demands for the computational method. Taking hydrodynamics judiciously into account and simul-
taneously preserving the dynamics of the object under investigation is alone nontrivial, let alone imposing boundaries
in the object’s vicinity, which is prone to strongly aﬀect the combined object-solvent dynamics [1].
The challenges and measurable quantities related to the interaction of the aqueous solution and the object fall
within the ﬁeld of rheology. The other predominant ﬁeld in the analysis of biological structures is elasticity. A large
portion of relevant processes inside a cell can be described within these two ﬁelds. Hence, a proper computational
method should allow for a detailed elastic description of the object of interest.
Experiments on these micron-scale biological objects may produce mere visualizations of the objects, i.e. con-
ﬁgurations of the structures changing in time (see e.g. [2]). Then, the only perceivable means of characterizing the
object is to construct a computational model that produces the experimentally obtained dynamics and identify the pa-
rameters - for example stiﬀness - in the model. Some experiments do produce physical quantities even of complicated
structures like the cytoskeleton. For example in advanced active microrheological methods magnetic forces are ap-
plied, and the resulting frequency-dependent susceptibilities like viscoelastic moduli are measured as displacements
of magnetic particles in the system, see e.g. [3, 4]. However, the heterogeneity of the investigated object like the
cytoskeleton, paradoxically places a requirement of complete understanding of the network mechanics before one can
interpret these measurements correctly [5]. So, in the case of more complex structures it is required that the simpler
building elements are ﬁrst mechanically characterized. In the case of the cytoskeleton the basic building elements
are actin ﬁlaments and the linker proteins cross-linking them together. Actin ﬁlaments are quite stiﬀ, so rheology is
anticipated to play a signiﬁcant role in the dynamics of the cross-linked actin ﬁlaments. The characterization of these
elements requires measurements of singly cross-linked ﬁlaments and simulations by computational models to analyze
the outcome.
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As outlined above, the approach to the characterization of biological, and heterogeneous structures, in general,
seems to be that of characterizing the building elements of the structure by reducing the myriad interactions to a few
judiciously chosen quantities. This reductionism suits a computational physicist perfectly. In what follows we use
DNA stretching as an example of this approach. Since linear polymer-like structures are basic building elements of
many complex biological structures, their characterization constitutes the starting point of any computational model
to address biological systems.
2. Computational Model
Since the rheology largely determines the dynamics of many biological structures, the implementation of hydro-
dynamics in the computational method is of high importance. On the other hand, the description of the structure
and dynamics of the studied object should be detailed enough to allow for the extraction of essential mechanisms.
Since the studied system sizes, although small from the experimental point of view, are still large for simulations, the
implementation should be computationally eﬃcient. Accordingly, the use of molecular dynamics, which preserves
the detailed description, but is computationally slow, is quite restricted. In addition, hydrodynamics can be correctly
implemented only in the microcanonical ensemble, which preserves momentum and with some restrictions in canoni-
cal ensemble using Nose´-Hoover thermostat [6, 7, 8]. By a so-called dissipative particle dynamics [9] hydrodynamics
can be implemented judiciously and the detailed description of molecular dynamics be preserved, but if the simulated
system does not allow for some additional coarse-graining when computing its interactions, also dissipative particle
dynamics tends to be prohibitively slow. The by now traditional coarse-grained complex ﬂuid simulation method is
the Lattice Boltzmann [10]. Its hybrid form where molecular dynamics is used to simulate objects like polymers in
the solvent has proven relatively versatile [11].
2.1. Stochastic Rotation Dynamics
A coarse-grained complex ﬂuid simulation method called the Stochastic Rotation Dynamics (SRD), where the par-
ticles describing the solvent dynamics are not restricted to lattice sites, was introduced by Malevanets and Kapral [12,
13, 14]. SRD is essentially a simpliﬁcation of molecular collision dynamics yielding the correct hydrodynamic equa-
tions over long distances. By construction, the dynamics conserves mass, momentum, and energy. The algorithm
consists of two phases, namely free streaming of the ﬁctitious ﬂuid particles and the simpliﬁed collisions among
them. For a system of N ﬂuid particles the free streaming step reads as
ri(t + Δt) = ri(t) + vi(t)Δt, (1)
where ri(t) and vi(t) are the position and the velocity of particle i, respectively, and Δt is the time step of the algorithm.
The free streaming is followed by the simpliﬁed collision step
vi(t + Δt) = R[vi(t) − vcm(t)] + vcm(t), (2)
where R is the rotation matrix and vcm is the center-of-mass velocity. At each time interval the rotation operations R
are picked at random from all legitimate rotations. In order to maintain molecular chaos, several diﬀerent rotations
have to be performed at diﬀerent positions in the system. The simulation space is divided into cells and an individual







where N′ is the number of particles in the cell and mi is the mass of particle i. Hence the collision step, Equation (2),
for each cell can be viewed as ﬁrst eliminating the collective motion of the particles in the cellvi(t)−vcm(t), rotating the
resulting random velocities to mimic collisions, and ﬁnally inserting back the collective motion. The computational
eﬃciency is obtained by taking the ﬂuid particles’ collisions into account statistically as an average over an ensemble
of ﬁctitious ﬂuid particles.
Due to the simple coarse-grained ﬂuid dynamics, implementation of a hybrid SRD, where the dynamics of the
object under investigation is performed in more detail, is straightforward. The particles belonging to the investigated
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solute structure perform molecular dynamics and are coupled to the solvent dynamics by including them in the SRD
dynamics. Accordingly, each solute particle is treated exactly like a solvent particle inside the cell it belongs to.
Additional computational eﬃciency is gained if the modes of motion of the solute and the solvent particles are well
separated. This is equivalent to demanding that the masses of the solvent and solute particles diﬀer. For example, in
our model the solvent polymer beads are four times heavier than the ﬁctitious solvent particles, which in a situation
where the system geometry does not tend to decouple polymer from the solvent allows us to perform the SRD steps
only every 500 molecular dynamics step.
2.2. Model Geometry
The simulation space in our model, consisting of approximately 128000 solvent particles, is divided by a grid into
25600 cells. So, there are on average 5 solvent particles per cell. The basic geometry used in the simulations presented
here is a simulation box of Lx × Ly × Lz, where Lx = 25 and Ly = Lz = 32 in cell lengths. The simulation space is
bounded by two walls perpendicular to the x direction. Nonslip boundary conditions are applied between the walls
and the solvent. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the y and z directions. The polymers immersed in the
solvent have segment lengths around 1, so typically there can be 1-3 polymer beads in one cell. This simulation box
geometry has been used in [15].
3. Analysis of Structure: DNA Elasticity
As an example of how a novel computational method can further our understanding of a problem considered not
only solved but classic we investigate the elasticity of the DNA. The main results of this section are reported in [17].
Characteristic for the development of the theory of DNA elasticity is that it is based on experiments whose precision
or conclusiveness is not known exactly. The pioneering experiments on mechanical stretching of DNA in a solution
indicated that elastically DNA could not be characterized by the freely-jointed-chain model (FJC) comprised of stiﬀ
inextensible segments which can rotate freely about the joints [16]. This inspired Marko and Siggia to introduce their
worm-like chain (WLC) model that has a harmonic bending potential VB = 1/2κθ2, where κ and θ are the rigidity
coeﬃcient and the angle between the tangents of adjacent segments, respectively [18]. The analytic calculation is
performed assuming the polymer segments inextensible, so it addresses the entropic elasticity, i.e. the unfolding of
the DNA coils under pulling force. Intrinsic elasticity, i.e. elastic extension of the segments, is inserted in the force-
extension response by hand. Experiments then conﬁrmed WLC characteristics. However, it was not established, how
conclusive the ﬁttings to experimental responses were. With improving experimental methods, characterization of
the elasticity of DNA and other biopolymers at short length scale have regained interest. Strictly speaking, as long
as alternative bending potential forms giving force-extension response identical to WLC can be introduced, WLC is
not proven as the correct elastic model of the DNA. One such alternative, the sub-elastic-chain model (SEC) with
VB = κ|θ| was analytically shown to give the WLC response [19]. The exact calculation got supported by a series
of experiments at very short length scale [20]. Inspired by this dilemma, a molecular dynamics simulation on the
probability distribution of bend angles in DNA fragments of 25 base pairs was performed [21] and it supported the
WLC model over the SEC. This analysis still left room for speculation, since there is controversy already in the
experiments [20, 22].
At small length scales measurements require high precision and leave room for speculation about secondary inter-
actions, such as surface aﬃnity. An additional source of confusion is that force extension can be done in two ways,
either by applying a constant force on the free end of the polymer, or by pulling the polymer ends a constant distance
apart. The two experiments are done in two diﬀerent thermodynamic ensembles, described by Gibbs and Helmholtz
free energies, respectively. The ensuing diﬀerences have been analyzed for both the FJC [23] and the WLC [24]
models. The maximum length scale at which measured extension responses diﬀer, has not been assessed, however.
Yet an alternative way to extend polymers is by ﬂow. Contrary to mechanical forcing experiments ﬂow extension
is an out-of-equilibrium scheme. Now, instead of a localized force on the free end of the polymer hydrodynamic
interactions act continuously along the whole polymer contour, which makes quite a diﬀerence, as we shall see.
Hydrodynamic interactions on a polymer are still relatively poorly understood, so characterization of them is of
crucial importance in itself. The deﬁnitive experiments on extending DNA by ﬂow [25] established that the DNA
elasticity could be adequately explained by a model consisting of beads connected with Hookean springs, i.e. FJC.
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A computational analysis conﬁrmed this [26]. However, in a following publication the persistence length A was
introduced as a ﬁtting parameter, which changed this model into WLC [27]. It was noted in this context that the
presumption of a constant persistence length, necessary for the analysis, would not hold for short DNA segments. On
the other hand, at large length scales FJC and WLC appear identical. Later, further experiments showed that there
is a ﬁnite-size eﬀect in the scaling behavior of the DNA extension vs. ﬂow velocity [28]. In summary, the ﬂow
measurements and the related computational analysis were not able to distinguish between FJC and WLC.
3.1. Conclusions from Simulations
In order to draw valid conclusions from available experiments computational modeling, where hydrodynamics is
judiciously incorporated, is necessary. Evaluation of the conclusiveness of experimental methods is a prerequisite for
this sort of approach. To do this we have constructed SRD-based models mimicking the experimental setups as closely
as possible. The polymer is attached from one end to the center of the channel enclosed by the walls. The polymer is
then pulled by ﬂow or force exerted on its free end and its extension is measured in the direction of the channel. We
shall call this extension the projected length Lp. Constant-force pulling is trivial to implement. Constant-extension
pulling is only slightly more diﬃcult. We used force feedback in the implementation. There the force exerted on the
polymer’s free end was at each time step set proportional to the diﬀerence between the set and the measured value of
the free end position. The measured steady state ﬂuctuation of this position was negligible, as it should be. Flow was
induced in the channel by giving the ﬁctitious solvent particles on one periodic boundary an additional momentum in
the channel’s direction. The empty channel then assumes a parabolic velocity proﬁle between the plates.
The two mechanical forcing schemes and the extension by ﬂow were performed for the FJC, WLC, and SEC
polymer models. In all models, neighboring polymer beads interact via a FENE potential. In addition, there is a
Lennard-Jones potential, VLJ , between all the polymer beads. In a good solvent only the repulsive part of VLJ is used.
The FJC model has only the aforementioned potentials. The FENE potential makes it extensible. The repulsive part
of VLJ also brings about an excluded volume eﬀect not present in the basic FJC. Our WLC model, also extensible
due to FENE potential, has an additional harmonic bending potential, VB = 1/2κθ2, where κ and θ are the rigidity
coeﬃcient and the angle between the tangents of adjacent segments, respectively. κ was chosen to obtain roughly
the same persistence length A as FJC has via rigid segments. The SEC model was implemented the way suggested
in [19]:
VSEC = κ1|θ| for |θ| > θc,
VSEC = 1/2κ2θ2 for |θ| ≤ θc. (4)
The harmonic part is necessary to avoid discontinuity of forces at zero angle. In the simulations, θc = 0.175 was used,






∇ra cos θi, and the last gradient is computed according to [32]. Requiring force continuity results in κ1 = κ2θc.
The measured polymer extensions were averaged over at least 800 time frames in steady state. In the ﬁgures the
sizes of the error bars are of the order of the symbol sizes. First the length scale at which the pertinent thermodynamic
ensemble may aﬀect the outcome of mechanical forcing experiments on DNA is assessed. To validate the computa-
tional implementation of the constant-extension pulling, extension of FJC by both forcing schemes in a poor solvent
and at a low temperature (kBT/ = 0.2, where  is the strength of VLJ), was investigated. Their responses diﬀered
markedly showing peaks in the constant-extension scheme in agreement with [31], see Fig. 1(a). This gives conﬁdence
on the implementation. Responses at kBT/ = 1 were then checked. Small diﬀerences were seen for WLC’s shorter
than 10A, which corresponds to a DNA of approximately 530 nm. So, at kBT/ ≈ 1 the two mechanical extension
experiments give identical responses for a semi-ﬂexible polymer longer than 10A. Solvent quality shows in responses
only at very small forces and ﬂows, simply due to diﬀerences in Rg.
The energy consumed on stretching the polymers elastically (intrinsic elasticity) with respect to the energy used
in unfolding them (entropic elasticity) can be quantiﬁed by the ratio between the polymer contour length and the
projected length changes, ΔL/ΔLp. Fig. 1(b) shows this ratio as a function of the average tension along the polymer,
Tav. It is evident that intrinsic elasticity cannot be ignored even at weak extensions, which has often been regarded
as the region of purely entropic elasticity, see e.g. [18]. The energy is dissipated identically in constant-force pulling
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Figure 1: (a) Poor solvent, kBT/ = 0.2 and L = 100. Force F exerted on the untethered chain end of FJC as a function of the polymer extension
Lp under constant force () and constant extension (x) pulling. (b) Good solvent, kBT/ = 1. The ratio of the change of the contour length ΔL to
the change of the projected length ΔLp as a function of tension averaged over all segments Tav for WLC under constant force extension (+) and on
ﬂow (x), and for SEC under constant force extension (∗) and on ﬂow (). Copyright by the American Physical Society (2008).
of WLC and SEC . However, in ﬂow extension SEC’s response diﬀers drastically from WLC’s, which follows fairly
closely the response of constant-force pulling.
Since the polymer contour length L, necessary for determining the intrinsic elasticity contribution, cannot be
measured in experiments, the best one can do is to include a term describing this contribution in a ﬁtting function.
For WLC under force pulling it then reads as Lp/L = 1 − 1/
√
4FA + F/γ, where γ is the Young’s modulus and L
is assumed constant [18]. L is an assumed constant, e.g. the number of beads in the polymer. Lp/L is plotted as a
function of the force F applied to the free end for the three polymer models together with the best ﬁtting functions of
the above WLC form in Fig. 2(a). Since Young’s modulus is not precisely known and thus a free parameter, ﬁtting
the responses of any of the model polymers is easy, as evident from the Figure. So, DNA’s bending potential cannot
be conclusively determined by forcing experiments employing e.g. optical tweezers.
Fig. 2(b) shows extensions by ﬂow for FJC, WLC, and SEC as a function of a scaled variable s = vLα, where v
is the ﬂow velocity. v was measured at the center of the channel and the scaling exponent α for each model polymer
was determined by ﬁnding the best data collapse with measured contour lengths. The best data collapse for all model
polymers was obtained with α = 0.54±0.06. So our simulations show that the scaling obtained experimentally in [25]
does not change with the bending potential. The scaling for SEC breaks down already for contour lengths L = 50
and smaller. This is understandable due to a large bending potential for low bending angles, making short polymers
on ﬂow appear relatively stiﬀ. In contrast to extension by force, SEC’s response to ﬂow deviates drastically from the
mutually identical responses of FJC and WLC. Hence, although the scaling relation Lp/L = f (vLα) is seen to be very
insensitive to the bending potential, the form of the extension response to ﬂow changes dramatically with it.
A comparison is made between the experimental data in [25] and responses of SEC and WLC to extending ﬂow in
Fig. 2(c). The possibility that the diﬀerence between the responses of the SEC and the WLC was caused by possibly
greater persistence length of the SEC was ﬁrst eliminated by decreasing the SEC’s stiﬀness coeﬃcient κ to 1/50 of
its original value, which makes the SEC potential softer than the WLC potential for a wide range of bending angles.
The SEC’s response does not change with the stiﬀness, see Fig. 2(c). Hence, the completely diﬀerent form of the
SEC extension vs. ﬂow compared with those of WLC and FJC comes from the bending potential’s linear dependence
on the bending angle. We scale the experimental data reported in [25] to compare it to the simulated responses. A
fair agreement is obtained between the WLC and the experimental response, see the inset of Fig. 2(c). The responses
diﬀer most at low ﬂow velocities where the relative error for experimental velocity measurement is largest. The SEC
response, whose form is fundamentally diﬀerent, is clearly not commensurate with the experimental response. The
diﬀerence of this hydrodynamic response is striking, given that the force responses of SEC, FJC, and WLC were
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Figure 2: (a) Constant force extension. The projected length, Lp, normalized to the constant contour length, L, as a function of the force applied
on the polymer end, F. FJC (+), WLC (x), and SEC (∗) together with the best ﬁts by the WLC form for Lp/L (see text). FJC, WLC, and SEC can
be ﬁtted with equal precision. Inset: Part of the data magniﬁed. (b) Flow extension. Lp normalized to a constant contour length L as a function of
s = vL0.54, where v is the ﬂow velocity measured at the center of the channel. Responses are plotted for polymers of lengths 25, 50, 100, 200, 400,
and 800. SEC responses deviate clearly from FJC and WLC responses. Data collapse is very good for all model polymers, only the responses for
the two shortest SEC’s (the two lowest curves) deviating from it (see text). (c) Flow extension. Lp/L as a function of s = vL0.54. The experimental
data presented in [25] () scaled in an attempt to ﬁt to the responses of SEC with the original stiﬀness constant κ (∗) and with the constant (1/50)κ
(). Inset: WLC response (x) and the experimental response scaled to it (+). (d) Constant force extension. F as a function Lp normalized to the
measured contour length Lm: FJC response (+) cannot be ﬁtted to the WLC formula for FA/kBT (see text) (solid lines). Responses for WLC (x)
and SEC (∗) are identical. Copyright by the American Physical Society.
indistinguishable, see Fig. 2(a).
For completeness, it is in place to check if the FJC and WLC models can be distinguished by a simulated constant-
force extension. Computationally, the true polymer contour length Lm can be measured during the force pulling to
avoid introducing an arbitrary intrinsic elastic contribution. The analytically derived equation FA/kBT = Lp/Lm +
(1/4)[(1 − Lp/Lm)−2 − 1] [18] that interpolates between purely entropic and intrinsic elasticity regimes can then be
used. Rg deﬁning the extension in the absence of ﬂow but having no eﬀect on the form of the response remains the only
free parameter in the ﬁtting function. Fig. 2(d) shows the responses for FJC, WLC, and SEC together with the ﬁttings.
The axes are inverted due to the form of the ﬁtting function. FJC response deviates from the WLC interpolation
formula as can be seen from the inset showing part of the response expanded. Hence, simulated force extension can
diﬀerentiate between FJC and WLC, in contrast to ﬂow extension where ﬂow tends to orient polymer segments like
the bending potential in WLC does. Remarkably, the SEC and WLC responses to force are almost identical even
when normalizing the extension to the measured contour length Lm. This conﬁrms the calculation in [19] stating that
in a constant-force extension measurement SEC gives precisely the WLC behavior.
Fig. 3(a) shows tension distributions along the chain contours. Under force extension the tension is constant
throughout the contour and identical for all three polymer models. Under ﬂow extension the tension in WLC (and
FJC) decreases close to linearly from the tethered toward the free end, indicating that coils do not screen hydrodynamic
interactions appreciably, i.e. the polymer is almost free draining. The SEC tension, instead, deviates clearly from the
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Figure 3: (a) Averaged tension of individual segments at their positions along the chain 200 beads long. WLC (+) and SEC (x) extended by a
constant force; WLC (∗) and SEC () extended by ﬂow, the pressure diﬀerence driving the ﬂow Δp = 0.01; WLC (•) and SEC (◦) extended by
ﬂow, Δp = 0.02; WLC () and SEC () extended by ﬂow, Δp = 0.03, which in case of WLC gives approximately the same average tension as
for the constant force curves (+) and (x). (b) Polymer extensions normalized with maximum extension, Lˆp, of WLC (+) and SEC (x). The line:
Lˆp ∼ v0.155. Copyright by the American Physical Society.
linear decrease along the chain.
Lp vs. v plotted in log-log scale shows that the responses of FJC and WLC essentially scale with ﬂow velocity as
Lp ∼ v0.155. Fig. 3(b) shows the WLC and SEC extensions normalized to the maximum extension, Lˆp, for polymers
of length L = 200. Deviation of the SEC response from the WLC response is naturally clear also in the log-log scale.
For both WLC and SEC the strain measured on the ﬁrst segment from the tethered end, which is proportional to the
total drag force the ﬂow exerts on the whole polymer, essentially scales as E ∼ v0.85 (not shown). The deviation of the
SEC ﬂow response then has to come from the diﬀerences in the distribution of hydrodynamic interactions along the
polymers, as implicitly evident already from Fig. 1(b).
To summarize, the conclusiveness of mechanical forcing and ﬂow extension experiments in determining polymer
elasticity were evaluated using realistic computational models. By the simulations DNA elasticity could be analyzed
against experimental data and analytical calculation. In good solvents, thermodynamic ensembles were shown to
aﬀect the forcing experiments on polymers shorter than ten persistence lengths, corresponding to roughly 500 nm for
DNA. We showed that by mechanical forcing experiments, e.g. those employing optical tweezers, the correct model
for the DNA elasticity cannot be determined. However, by computationally simulated force pulling, where contour
length can be measured concurrently with polymer extension, the FJC response can be seen to deviate from the
analytically derived WLC response [18]. Even when the measured contour length was used, the SEC responses under
force pulling were identical to the WLC responses. Hence, in agreement with the calculation in [19], the subelastic
bending potential gives precisely the WLC behavior under force pulling and accordingly could be taken as a candidate
for DNA bending elasticity. However, WLC and SEC responses to ﬂow were drastically diﬀerent. By comparing the
simulated responses to experimental ﬂow extension data on DNA, we found that the WLC response agrees fairly
well with the DNA response but the SEC is not commensurate with it. Hence, the hydrodynamic interactions exerted
continuously along the polymer seem to provide a surprisingly sensitive way to probe small-scale elasticity at large
length scales, which is a clear advantage over demanding high precision measurements at extremely short length
scales. An underlying generic scaling relation between extension and ﬂow velocity of the form Lp ∼ v0.155 was
found for semiﬂexible polymers, potentially important to understanding hydrodynamic interactions in semiﬂexible
polymers [17].
Coarse-grained simulation methods are called for to analyze the experiments and theory concerning dynamics of
biological structures. Hydrodynamic interactions can be used to advantage in this. The work outlined forms a basis
for the construction of models to address more complicated systems such as cross-linked ﬁlaments.
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